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ABSTRACT

To estimate econometric models of electricity demand with time-of
day data, a triangular system. of simultaneous equations model is specified.
Unlike previous empirical studies, this specification allows the. noise
components. to have arbitrary. between day and between hour correlation,
despite the preSence of lagged dependent variables.. Problems associated with
the dynamic specification due to hourly data, the nonlinearity of functional
form, and the weekly cycle components are also considered. Although the
model proposed has an ARMAX representation, it is more convenient to rely
on the method of Three Stage Least-Squares or Instrumental Variables to
obtain consistent estimates of the unknown parameters and their covariance
matrix. The methodology is demonstrated in an empirical study.
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I. Introduction

Modeling the demand for energy has be~n an important ,task in empirical econometrics

recently. Besides its practical yalue in energy economics, the un.dertaking is associated with

many interesting issues of estimation, inference, and forecasting. See Dubin and McFadden

(1984), Gallant and Koenker (1984), and Engle, Granger, Rice and Weiss (1986) fot example.

Early studies l in this atea were based on data of aggregated consumption measured monthly

or quarterly. Over the years, time-or-da.y and end-use data. of energy consumption has

become available in many databasescollec ted by ,utility com panies or forecasting firms. Since

refined time series and cross section data are very useful to extract additional information,

this type of data has broadened the subject of interest significantly. For instance, in order to

determine optimal time-of-use pricing, it is useful to infer the demand pattern by time of day

first from hourly consumption data. See Gallant and Koenker (1984) for a microeconomic

model related to this issue. In contrast to time-of-day (TaD) data, end-use data makes it

possible to study the joint determinatiottof electtie appliance choices, holdings, and energy

consumption. Progress of this direction is succeded in Dubin and McFadden (1984). In many

cases, the estimation problem involved is non-trivial, particularly when this is formulated

in the context of nonparametric models as has been recently done by Engle, G ranger, Rice

and Weiss (1986).

On the other hand, the most important statistical problem faced by an utility is demand

forecasting. In the very short run, decisions regarding the generating mix and the main

tenance schedule as well as power transport with interconnected utilities must be made

as instantaneous as possible. To this aim, some econometric models are solicited to com

pete with approaches originated from different disciplines, as is highlighted in the volume

edited by Bunn and Farmer (1985). So far, the representative econometric model is the

one proposed by Ramanathan, Granger, and Engle (1985); hereafter the reference is to

lSee Taylor (1975) for an excellent survey.



be abbreviated as RGE. Their introductory section contains a complete description on the

determination of electricity demand in the very short run. However the econometric spec-

ification of RGE, relying on the least-squares-with-dummy-variables,' does not fully reflect

!
what was done descriptively. To see this pbint, the following quote from RGE is necessary.

"The electricity usage at a given hour of the day is determined by two types of variables.

The first is related to the day of the week and the time of the day. This will include

both life-style effects a.s well as en viron mental detetm 1h3n ts. Those resu lting from the

life-style of a household are: the time that a husband and/or wife is at work and the

children are at school, the types of activities enjoyed in the evenings and weekends, etc.

The environmental causes include the levels of temperature, windspeed, and humidity,

the n umber of bou rs of sunlight, the occu rrence of pu blic hoUd ays, time-of-d ay pricing,

if any; etc. All these variables changes quickly from hour-to-hour or day-to-day.

The second type of varia.ble determining the hourly loAd is that which changes slowly

over time: income, fainily site and composition, the siie of house, the type 'and number

of appliance stocks, etc. If w~ ate dealing with regional dema.nd patterns rather than

household demand, the Jist of va.riables would include population, income and employ-

ment levels industrial mix of the area, its demographic attributes, appliance saturation

levels, and the price of electricity" (RGE 1985, p.132)

In light of this description, RGE then suggest a two-step methodology. First, a time series
, '

model with 24 equations and [( para.meters are estima.ted using quickly changing variables

as regressors. The time horizon fot this model would be a quarter or a month depending on

the availability of the slowly varying variables. Hence, if there.are N years, we will have 4N

or 12N estimates for each para.meter which is a.ssumedto vary across quarters or months

because of differences in the slowly varying variables. Second, a cross section model with
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J( equations are estimated using the slowly varying socio-economic variables as regressors.

The dependent variables in the second step are the parameters of the first step.

The first-step estimator used in RGE is a fixed-effect model. Twenty four dummy variables

.are used to eliminate the hour-specific effects. They do ndt introduce lagged dependent

variables into the model, while an AR(!) serial correlation is assumed. Besides, the slope

coefficients are assumed to be constant across hours. 2

In contrast to ~GE, the present paper proposes an alternative specification using dynamic

simultaneous equations models. It follows that we can start with a more general specification

which allows state dependence, hourly-varying parameters, and heteroskedastic or serially

correlated errors with unknown forms.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we first transpose the time-of-day (TO D)

data into a dynamic model related to panel data. We then consider a variance components

model with random day and random time effects., In this case, the likelihood function

of a triangular systerns with vatiance components is derived follow ing M addala (1971),

and B hargava and Sargan (1983). Throughout this processj"we stress that there IS no a

priori information to assume constant slope coefficients over time. Thus a general model

is suggested for our purpose. There are other issues related to the functional forms of

the hourly demand functions. \Ve discuss those aspects in section III. Section IV IS an

em pirical stud y. We ob tain consisten t estim ates of the unknow n parameters and their

covariance matrix by the method of instrumental variables. A 24 equations systemw ith 192

parameters is estimated simultaneously. This approach is different from previous studies

using time series models, including Box-Jenkins, Kalman, Wiener, Spectral, and Double

2The data set used in RG E is a sample of 400 Connecticut residents, half of them are subject to the exper

iments of time-of-use pricing. Unlike their data, the data we use is the aggregated consJmption measured

hourly.
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Exponential Smoothing; s~e Parzen and Pagano (1979) and Bunn and Farmer (1985) for

example. The final section is our concluding remarks about the TOD data.

II. Triangular Systems for Time-of-Day Data

In this paper the dependent variable of the TOD data is to be denoted by a double array

{Ydt,d = l,2,···,D;t= 1~2,···,T}, where d r~fers to day and t is an index for time.

The unit of time can be an hour, a half hour, or a quar~er hour etc. Looking into the

time path of energy consumption, a TOD data set provides refined dynamic information.

Besides, when T - 00, the model approximates a. continuous time model. Data of this

ty pe is very im portant and is increasingly a vaila.b Ie in b1.lsiftess sta tistics. l'here is nod ou b t

that soon TOD data will occupy ali important subset. or many databases of economics. 3

Without losing generality, it is assumed that the Unit time intetval is an hout. In this case

the c'onsumption is a flow variable which integrates the power demanded (stock variable)

within a specific hour.

In general, one quick way to deal with the TOD data. is to bortow the models used to

deal with panel data. In its usual format, the data. set availa.ble is {Ydt,X dt , Wd} where X dt

is time-varying but W d only varies between days. Apart from RG E's description, we may

include the variables of lagged demands to construct a dynamic model. One earlier example

is the study of Balestra and Nerlove (1966) on the demand for natural ga.s. And'erson and

Hsiao (1982) refer it as a model including state dependence a.nd investigate various dynamic

specifications in this context. Fot the ptesent study, we may interpret it as follows: a subset

of the residential clistbmers will continue their energy-dema.nded activities across hours.

Therefore, we may assert a simple dynamic !;ystem by writing

Ydt = /3Yd ,t-l + X dt"Y + W da + ( + Udt (2 - 1)

3 A leading example is the data set of energy consumption collected by the Data R.esources Incorpration.
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where {3, i, <l', and ( are fixed unknown parameters. The dimensions of X dt and W d are

J( t and G, respectively. Assume that U dt is K t and W d is G. Assume that Udt is the noise

component of the load system with mean zero. This notation implies an identity due to

the reshaping of the original time series. It follows that the daily initial condition is the

terminal demand of the previous day, Le.

(2 - 2)

We assume that the initial condition of the dependent variable YlO is fixed in repeated

samples. If we rewrite the model above using matrix notation, which is ofte-n used in the

context of simultaneous equations models, then we have

Y B + zr = u (2 - 3)

wher-e i-denotes the matrix of predetermined variables and (Blf) is a matrix of parameters

subject to a set of constraints. Since the stochastic errors U dt may be correlated across hours

(eq ua tions), stric tly sp eak ing the model is not a rec l1rsive system. In fac t, it is a special

case of the triangular systems as the matrix B is an upper-triangular matrix. Properties

of the triangular systems in simultaneous equations models a.re remarked in Lahiri and

Schmidt (1979)_ The formulation has been applied to dynamic models with random effects

in Bhargava and Sargan (1983). It is straightforward to write a more general model where

the endogenous variable Ydt depends on the path formed by Yd ,t-l,'" ,Yd,l dated d. Hence,

(2 - 4)

T-2

YdT = ,BYd,T~l + LP(j)Ydj + X d 1'"Y + Wa<l' + (+ UaT

j=1
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where {3(j), j = 1 ... T - I, are additional parameters associated with the lagged dependent

variab les Yd;. It is worth em phasizing that these lagged ~ariab les now a p ~eare as end ogen ous

variables from the system point of view. Each individual equation of this model apparently

resembles the demand equaL 11S estimated in Balestra and Nerlove (1967). As is pointed
t

out in Bhargava and Sargan (1983), it is desirable to esti~ate this type of model using

simultaneous equations techniques. To further see this point, consider a model with random

time effects and random hou't eft'ects. Following the literature of variance com ponents, we

can write

U dt = Tt + IJd + IIdt (2 - 5)

where IJd are the random day effects which a.te normally idsttibuted with mean zero and

variance ".;. Similarly, the random time effects Tt are IN(O,O',;) and the residual effects IIdt

are IN(O,,,.;). These error terms (IJd' Tt, IIdt) are assumed to be mutually and intertemporally

indep·encfent. The normality assumptioIl is innocuous since it is not req uired for the least

squares approach.

In panel data, people often emphasize the latent individual effects and ignore the random

time effects. For the present model, obviously, ,the time effects should not be neglected.
, ...;.

To see the difference between the random effects model and the general sim ultaneous equa-

tions models, we first derive a concentrated likelihood function which has been discussed

in Maddala (1971) and Bhargava and Sargan (1983) under different emphasis. Our goal is

to see the restrictions imposed on the variance-covariance matrix of U due to the variance

components assumptions in connectioh with Eq. (2-5).

Under the normality assumption, it is' can be shown that

[ ') 1 I]' 2[ 2[ I 2[ IE (vecU vecU = U V DT + ulJ D @ eTe T + U T T 0 eDe D (2 - 6)

where eD and eT are D x 1 and T x 1 column vectors, respectively, with all elements equal

to one. Denote the vatiahce matrix above by flo Then the log-likelihood function can be
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written as

-2£1 = const. + logdetn - 2log IdetBI + (vecU'J'n- 1vecU', (2 - i)

where the Jacobian term det(B) is equal to one as is implied by the triangular system. Now

using the four eigenvalus derived in Nerlove (1971), we have

2 2 2logdet(n) = (D - l)(T - l)logD'1I + (D - l)log(D'" + TD'~)+

(2 - 8)

It is useful to define two ratios of variance components. Let us use 01 == D';/(D'; + TD';),

02 == D';/(D'; + DD';>, and notiee that 01,02 E (0,1]. In the simplest case where 01 = 1

and 02 = 1, the solu tion of the likelihood eq uation is identical to the 0 LS estima teo In

general, the maxim urn likelihood estimator is a weighted average of the between day, between

hour , and within groups estima.tors; see M addala (1971). Note that the weights can be

parameterized differently as is shown in Bha.rgava and Sargan (1983). They cosider a case
c, '

where (01 = D' ~ / D'I/) and 02 == 0 ( no time effects) to derive the concen trated likelihood

function. To consider a model with random day and time effects, we prefer to use the

former notation of Os. Denote an identity matrix with dimension N by IN. Follow ing

Nerlove (1971), one can deduce the inverse matrix

(2 - 9)

where
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Concentrating £1 with respect to (1; in equation (2-7), we obtain 4

where

2 , (J1- 1 , (J2- 1 ,
DTu v = trace(UU ) + T trace(JTU U) + + D trace(UU J D )+

We note that J is a matrix having all elements unity. The sum operator above is used to

sum all of the elements of vecU'. Notice that the likelihood function (2-10) is a function of

B,f,(Jl, and 82, because U ~ YB + if. Using this approach, an interesting fact is that the

stochastic errors are now serially correlated because of the time-specific effects. tt is easy to

show that

(2 - 11)

where d' #; d and t ~ $. However, the serial correlation appeared in the first item of Eq.

(2-11) does not damp over tirne. It seems to be a strong assumption, as the error process

in question is not even a. member or the rich ARM A farnily. Second there is doubt as to

the stability of parameters across hours. From this point ot View, the variance component

models should not be directly applied to the TOD data of interest. To solve this problem, we

may resort to the specification based on the simultaneous equations models. If we assume

that the error terms are not serially correlated, then under the normality assumption, the

concen trated likelihood func tion is

- 2.ci(B , f) = con st. + log d et« vecU')' vee U') (2 - 12)

\Vithin this model, there is no need to assume equal slope coefficients across hours. In

addition, the patterns of correlations of the ertors are not so resticted such as Eq. (2-11). The

4Two lemmas related to the vec operator are used in the derivation. Suppose that the matrices A, B, and C

are conformable for multiplication We cart write vec(ABC) = (C' @ A)vecB and trace(AB) = (ve~A')'vecB.
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weakness of this model is that, in em pirical studies, we often encounter heteroskedasticity

and/or autocorrelation with unknown forms. Note that the two likelihood functions above

are belonging to two non-nested models. A com parison of these two likelihood functions

suggests that different norms are used. While Eq. (2-11) invokes trace and sum operators,

the second likelihood equation in (2-12) minimizes the determinant of a matrix formed by

the squared error terms. Notice that in the simple version of the second model there is

no serial correlation of error terms between days. However, the correlation matrix across

equations is arbitrary. By contrast, the variance components model allows a particular

type of serial correlation, but the between-hour correlation pattern of error terms is very

restrictive. Obviously, it is desirable to consider a more general model which can encompass
• l"

these two cases. We start off with the regularity condition employed in Gallant (1987 chapter

6 and 7). Within this con text, consistent estim~tion a.nd testing are still possible, even when

the m·odel is nonlinear and contains both lagged dependent variables and serially correlated

errors. Furthermore, many specifications tests can be performed and a good model can be

found through progressive simplification. This methodology has been advocated by many

econometrians recen tlYi see Sargan (1980) for a case of dynam ic specification.

III. Hourly Demand for Electricity

The aim of this section is to provide a general specification to estimate the hourly demand

for electricity. It is important to note that our model is not considered in the studies of

RGE (1985), \Voo et. al. (1986), and the references cited in Bunn and Farmer (1985) or

Engle and \Vatson (1987). To proceed, we maintain a ~latkov assumption that only the

nearest lagged varia.ble influences the current demand. In other words, we assume that the

effect due to t3(j),j = 1,2 ... mentioned in section II are redundant. It follows that the

equation system of interest can be written as

(3 - 1)

(d = 1, 2, ... , D; t = 1,2"" ,T)
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where the unknown parameters are allowed to be different across hours. Recall that the

initial condition Y10 is assumed to be fixed i~ repeated damples. This assumption is reason-

able as we have assumed that across seasons the parameters are changing. Of course, other
I ., • ~••. I : .

treatments are possible ?ut their value nee.,ds to be weighted againt the involved assump

tions. The reader is referred to Anderson and Hsiao (1982) f~rthe complexity arising from

the assumptions related to the initial condition of panel data.
i ;:'

U sing matrix notation, the system can be concisely expressed as

YB(L)=zr+u (3 - 2)

where Z is the matrix of exogenous variables in which the first column is a vector of one.

We see that in this case equation for hour t plays the role of equation t in a system of T

equations. Notice that L is the lag operator. In terms of this expression, the matrix B (L)

is not a upper-triangular matrix. In fact there is a nun-null element -/31L appeared in the

southwest corner of the matrix. Denote the adjoint matrix of B(L) by B*(L) and note that

det(B(L» = 1 - n;=1PfL == 1 - P*L. An useful account of this detlvation is available in

the appendix. Hence we can write the autoregressive final form as

T

(1 - II I3fL)Y = ZrAdj(B(L» + U Adj(B(L».
f=1

or

(3 - 3)

For each equation, we see that the coefficient associated with its own lagged dependent

variable is a constant /3. == n;=l.B,. It can be shown that the necessary and sufficent

condition of dynamic stability of the system is 1/3.1 < 1. This assumption is not necessary

for consisten t estim ation, bu t it is im p ortan t t·o keep th is asSU tn p tion for th e p u rp ose of

statistical inferences. From this derivation, we also tern ark that there is no need to assume

that every equation is stable. We will illustrate this point in our empirical study.
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It is interesting to note that tne equatidhs in (3-3) has an ARM AX representation as

follows:

Yd , = 13. Yd -1" + X;, + '7d'

where
T

'7dt::: L: ut1.,.B*(r, t)
r=l

and
T

X;t = E [Xdr'"Y + WdQ + (r)B*(r,t).
r=l

From Eq. (3-3) it follows that for an hourly model to be estimated with daily data the error

terms are unlikely to be white noises.

Although the correlation structure of Udt is not parameterized, consiten t esstimation of the

structural parameters is still possible. However, because of the nonparametric specification

of error terms, efficient estimation using the likelihood approach is not appropriate here. As

is well known, there is an inevitable trade-off to sacrify efficiency for robustness. On the other

hand, since many nonlinear constraints need to be imposed, we make no effort to estimate

the model using the ARM AX representation. The convenient approach to be adopted is the

framework of simultaneous equations models with the method of instrumental variables. For

the present study, the i'nstruments to be used are. measurements of temperature, humidity,

and the sinusoidal components added to explain the weekly cyclical effects. Unlike most

of macroeconomic va.riables, it seems that the instruments used are strictly exogenous.

Otherwise, exogeniety tests should be performed to support thisspecification.

T here are other issues associa. ted with the 8}'> eciflcation of hoh rly d ern and for elec tricity.

Previous studies generally ignore the possibility that both autocorelated errors and lagged

dependent variables may enter the model. Instead, there are studies emphasizing the non-

linear relation between electricity d~tI1and and temperature, see Engle et. al. (1986) for

exam pIe. In this section, we argue that once the state dependence and serial correlation
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are taken into account, a quadratic form of the temperature variable will approximate that

nonlinearship satisfactorily.

Due to life-style effect, it is quite possible that there is a weekly cycle component con

tribu ted to the determination of the electricity demand. For instance, during the weekend

the electricity consumption seemingly to be higher especially in the evening. This situation

recurrs weekly. From elementary spectral analysis, a time series with weekly periodicity

can be extracted by using the periodigram alsin(wd+ a2) with w = 2-rrd/7. Using a simple

trigonometric iden tity, we can write

(3 - 4)

In case there a.re public holida.ys during the sampling period, we decide to Use a dummy

variable to a.bsorb this intervention effect. Equilvalently, we assume that the holiday effect

only influences the in tetcept terms.

In su m mary, the follow ing exogenous variables are ib trod ticed in ou r sp ecifica tion. The

regressors include linear and quadra.tic term ot temperature, linear term of humidity, cosine

component, sine component, the holiday dummy variable, and a. constant term associated

with the intercept. Note that the la.st four regressors including a constant are hourly invari

ant. This specification is a member of the model specified in section It. This is so, because

the model is liner in parameters, though we have included a quadratic approxImation and a

sinusoidal component. Within this context, we can jointly estimate the effects due to state

dependence and other variables with nonlinear relations. Moreover, it avoids the use of

computer-intensive technique.s based on the methods of spline or switching regression mod

els. To obtain tractible simulation and optimal forecasting, needless to say, a parametric

model with linear structure is preferred at this time.
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There are other advanta.ges of using SEM to deAl with the TOO data.. For instance, we

can estimate the impact of temperature over different time horizons. The notion of dynamic

multipliers are suitable for this purpose. As is to be demonstrated in the next section, we

can estimate the unknown switching point:based on the matrix '6f the impact multiplier.

If we assume that Udt are uncorrelated between days, then the asymptotical equiva-

lence between Three-Stage Least Squares and Full-Information Maxim urn Li~elihood is well

known. Nevertheless, using FIM L in large-scale models is so far not practical. Suppose

that there are 8 parameters in each eq uation. While maxim izing the likelihood func tion, we

need to invert an 192 x 192 fugtrix tor eaeh 'iterAtion. Froin thi~ concern, the 35L5 is more

attractive, nol nientibnthat th~ hotm~lity assumption is not requited.

Two cases need to be disttlssed. In the 'presehceof serial correlation, the usual 3SLS

estimator is no longer consistent. To overcome this problem, one only has to exclude the

lagged endogenous variables YdO from the instruments set. For easy distinction, we denote

the second estimator by IV, although it is known that the 3SLS is also a special case of the

IV estimator. In the presence of unspecified autocorrelation, it is non..:ttivial to estimate the

covariance matrix of the parameter estimates.5 Recently, the problem has been treated in

Gallant (1987) and Newey and West (1987). To apply their results in the present paper, it

is useful to use an alternative expression of the system. We write

Y t = (3t Y t-l + X t"Yt + W at + (t + U t

where Y, is the tth eolumn of the matrix y' and

Q t = (Yt - 1, )( t, W, e D )

5 Notice that in the presence or lagged dependent variables and autocorrelated errors, it is not legitimate to

apply existing resampling techhique8 ~uch as bo'otsttaping here.
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We then write this set of equations bY,stacking all of the equations,

Y. = Q.6. + U.

whete Q. = diag(Ql,Q2,··' ,QT).' The 3SLS estimator in the pfesefit hotation can be

written as

(3 - 5)

where E; is estimated ftom the residuals of 2SLS estimation using Z as instruments. Note

that the residuals are computed from the original equation not the purged equation. The

covariance matrix of the 3SLS estimator can be consistent estimated by using

(3 - 6)

Note tha.t Z is the matrix of pr~detetmirted va.riables. It U t a.re serially correlated then

a consistent estimator of 6 is to use Z exclusiv~ of Y d () as instruments. In other wbrds, we

project Y and Y/iO btl to thecbhHfin ~pac~ st>iU1Dedby the'exogehous varia.ble Z. It follows

that the IV estimator is

(3 - 7)

Although Ez is not necessarily a consistent estimator of E(U~Ud) , consistency of the

IV estimator still follows. We assUme that the model is identifiale in the sense of Hannan.

Under general regularity conditions of IV approach, the asymptotic normality of 6. can be

derived too. It is important t6 note that the following formula adopted from equation (3-6)

is inconsistent in the presence of heteroskedasticity or autocorrelation.

{Q:[t;l@ Z(Z'Z)-lZ']Q.}-l

14
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Following Gallant (1987), a consistent covariance matrix for the tv estimator is

. ~

{ Q ~ [t ; 1 @ Z (Z ' Z ) - 1Z ']Q • } - 1 (3 - 9)

where V is to be computed using residuals and lagged residuals obtained from the 2SLS

which employes Z as instruments to estimate the equations sequentially. While Newey and

West (1987) use Bartlett wights, the formula. proposed in Gallant (1987) adopts Parzen

weights. In both eases, the numbet of the weights heed .to inerease with the sample size
; '"', " - ~ ; ~ ; i ~

1
with order o(D 5'). In the nexts.ection whete the sample size is 91" the appropriate formula

of V is

A A lA 1 A ,
V = SDO + -SD1 + -(SD1)

4 4

where
D

SD T::: L: [0 ~ @ Z~ ][0 ~_T~ ZJ_T ]' f:::: 0, 1,
d=l~

a,nd 0 d is the dth ro.:w oft,he residuals matrix 0 computed fotm the ,2SLS estimation using Z

as instruments. Notice that Zd is thedth row of z. 9 bviou,sly, the 3SLS and IV estimators

described above are two polar cases. In Cact, if we have reasons to assume tha.t the error

terms is avectbt au tbregreasive prbces's, we cah use 1I Atanaka 's '( 1974) two-step resid uals

adjusted estimator, which is consistent and asymptotically em cien t.

IV. Empirical Results

The TOO data set at hand was taken from a database of Florida Power Corp. The

company expects to have an econometric model resulted from our investigation for the

purposes of demand toreeastingand ra'te-making. As 'is suggested initially, the econometric

analysis should include the impact of temperature, season, and day of week. In addition, the

company wanted t6 iheofpota.te sequential liourly dependence into. what was previously a
? i' f ,. ~ ; - ~ - • f

straightfofward poolihg or titrie-series8.nd cross section data-which assumes independence.
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These objects can be achieved based on our specification proposed in Section III. Hence

the remaining task is to actually estimate a system of 24 equations for demonstration. We

again assume that th~ state dependence is' of first order. Thus, only the nearest lagged

demand enters each equation.

Consequently, we can write the system to be actually estimated as

3 3

Ydt = .8t Yd ,t-1 + L' 1'J:tX~dt + L W gd a gt + (t + Udt

J:=1 j 1==1

(4 - 1)

where Ydt is the residential demand in kilowatts·per custo~er.6 The time varying variables

XJ:dt contains linear and quadra.tic terms of temperature and the percentage ot relative hu-

midity. There is no time-of-day pricing; and the variables of wind-speed and the number

of hours of sunlights are not available. 0 therwise, these variables should be included too.

Notethat the temperature is the dry bulb temperatute divided by 100. Including the hu-

midity variable, these weather variables are computed originally by the utility using system

weighted method over the whole serving territory. Next, the time-invariant variables in-

clude the cosine and sine components, and a. dummy variable to absorb the effects of public

holidays. Given this situation, the functional forrn to be e~timated IS

Ydt =!(LAGY, TEMP, TEMPSQ, HUMID, COS, SIN, HOLIDAY) + Udt

The expected signs of the coefficients are listed as follows:

I3t > 0, 1'lt < 0, 1'2t > 0,1'31> 0, a1t(?), a2t(?), a3t(?), (t > O.

The expected sign of Pt is positive for this is a common pattern 'of consumption data.

Nevertheless, there is no guaran tee th,a t these coefficien ts are un iform ly less than 1. To see

6There are 7 classes of custotn~r!l: (a) residential (b) commercial (c) industrial (d) street lighting (el public

authorities (f) rural electric ('1) municipals. d nly the first class, oN hith contains 0.8 million custom ers, is

estimated in this study. For a sta.ndard load cur'Ve or this territory see Figure I in the appendix.
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this point, consider the consumption in the evening at 11 and 18 o'clock ,the second time

series is likely to be greater most of time due to dinner cooking. This pattern can happen in

the morning too. This observation suggests that the coeffitientS ate different across hours.

In add ition, it is possible to see a. su bsyst~tit of nonstatiohliry tim e series even when the

system is stable.

Coming next to the coefficients "Ytl a.nd 1t2, as these two patatrietets are associated with

the quadratic fortn used to approximate a V-shape function, we expect to have positive signs

on the quadratic terms. To see that the coefficients of linear terms ate negative, we rewrite

equation (4-1) in its fina.l forin

3", 3

Ydt = L "Yit%lcdt + L Wgd(kgt + (t + Udt + R t

k=1 g:::l

(4 - 2)

where the remainder R,is afunctioD of the initial condition Y10 and a sequence of the ex-

ogenous variables and stochastic errors; see eq. (A-2) in the appendix. Invoking conditional

expectation on Y dt and taking partial derivative with respect to the temperature varia.ble,

we obtain

(4 - 3)

Solving the first order cond ition above, we can estimate the expected minim urn of the V-

shape function. Notice that the solu tion is correspond ing to the switching poin t between

the heating regime and cooling regime. In previous studies, the switching points are treated

differently. Often the number is assumed to be equal acrosS hours, and to be known in the

neighborhood of the 65 degree point. The nonlinear relation is illustrated in Figure II in the

Appendix. We notice that the pattern is quite strong no matter which time scale is used.

Consequently, the sign of "Y1t should be negative to ensure a switching point with positive

number.

As to the humidity varia.ble, we expect to ha.ve a positive coefficient. it we are estimating

the model of industrial demand, the chanee of having positive estimates is even higher. This

17



is so, because many production processes require strict control of the humidity level. The

signs of the sine and cosine components are uncertain. In fact, these two coefficients are

related to tile periodogram of the dependent variables Ydt. The introduction of the state

dependence and the sinusoidal components at the same time makes it difficult to predict

the signs of these two coefficients.

It is important to note that our sample tan from 09/01/84 (Saturday) to 11/30/84 (Fri

day); so D = 91. The selection of this period as a quarter is not arbitrarily. We try to

classify the load data into four regimes (quarters) such that within each quarter the model

has an invariant structure. 7 There were two public holidays dated on 09/03/84 (Labor Day)

and 11/22/84 (Thanksgiving). Depending on the hour of the holiday, the coefficient may

or may not be positive. Since the socio..economic variables are not gathered in the data set

currently, we can not perfotto the s~cond-stet> estimation as is shown in REG (1986) and

Woo. et. al. (1986).

The estimation procedure is tedious but straighforward if we make use of the IV interpre

tation to code the system estimators. The instruments we used include all of the exogenous

variables defined in equation (4-1). There are 72 hourly varying instruments and 3 hour

invariant instruments. Plus the constant term, the number of instrUments is 76. In case

the number of instruments is more than D, the number of days, one can use the principal

components of the instrumental variables to do the job.

The estima ti()n resu Its a.te disc ussed in th e follow ing. T here Are two points rela ted to the

prelim inary ana.lysis worth mentioning.F irst, to 'see whether YdO is exogenous, we estimate

the first equatiollusing the ordinar} Ieast...sqtiares and the single equation IV estimator,

respectively. Then a Hausman test is performed. The test statistic is 7.9944 which is

significant at 5% level. Thus, the null hypothesis that the lagged dependent variable YdO is

7 To support this point, see Figure III in the Appendix.
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exogenous is rejected. Second, we use Godfrey's (1976) 1r test to test the existence of AR(l)

errors for each equation. It is important to note that Durbin's h test and his modefied

cumulative periodiogram test are not appropiate in this case. The 1r tests are rejected in
f)

equations of hours 6,11,16,17,18, and 19. This evidence suggests that the system noises

are not indep enden t between days, and the 38 L8 is not appfopriate here. G uid ed by the

above evidence, we decide to estimate the model using the full-information IV estimator

and Hatanaks's two-step estimator. We also assume that the intercepts are equal across

equations. Without this assumption some estimates of the intercept terms are negative

thereby mak ing in terpreta tion d iffi cult.8 ;

Table I presents the coefficient e~tirtlates using the IV estimator. The table also provides

information of statistical significance fot individual coefficient. Several implications are

worth e~phasizing. First, the constant term is 0.9265 (Kilowatts). Approximately, this is

the fixed amount of electricity consumed per customer within an hour (not during the public

holidays). Second, th eteare six eq \lationa inw h ich theestima. tes associated with the lagged

dependent variables are greater' than 1. These equations are at hours 6, 13, 15, 16, 17, and

18. However, since n?~l"Pt == 0~15408 < 1, the system" is dyncirnic stable, not surprisingly.

Third, except at hours 7 and 18, the lihear terms of temperature are all significant with

negative coefficients. It is also true that, except at hours 7 and 18, the quadratic term

are all significant and positive. The exception makes sense. Because in the morning at

hour 7 and in the evening at hour 18 the demand for electricity is of central importance

to the households. This fact makes the demand relatively insensitive to the square term of

the temperature variable and explains why "Y2 is not significant at these two hours. Notice

that the inference is based on the formula of Eq. (3-9). Otherwise, since the standard

errors computed by (3-8) is underestimated, the conclusion will he different. See Table I

8 Perhaps. the problem is due to the Cact that the unconstrained model resembles a fixed-effect model in

which the dummy variable tends to elliminate a significant portion of the variation of the dependent variables

and the regressors. Consequently, the convergence rate is slower and the estimates may fluctuate more.
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TABLE I. Parameter Estimates of the Hourly Demand for ElectricIty (IV EstImator)

EQU INTERCEPT LAGY TEMP TEMPSQ HUMID COS SIN HOLIDAY SWITCH

0.9266"'''' 0.85992·'" -3.2335·· 2.36276·· 0.16594 0.00689# 0.01121 -0.03991# 68.43

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

0.9266*· 0.85392*·' -2.6092·· 1.97712·. -0.04657# -0.00001#

0.9266.· 0.91423"'· -2.7368** 2.02707·· 0.00424# 0.00660#

0.9266*'" 0.87554"'· -2.7888·· 2.09321·* 0.06400# 0.00024#

0.9266·. 0.90693·· -2.7923·'" 1.97795** 0.13681 -0.00011#

0.9266·· 1.03584"'· -2.8282·· 2.03101.· 0.13143# 0'~00781#

0'.9266·· 0.99462·· -1.8119·· 1.04120' -0.02937# -0.01560

0.9266·* 0.94984··' -2.4338·· 1.51505** 0.22776 -0.00212#

0.9266"'· 0.78320*· -2~651S·· 1.89590·· 0.30568 0.02075#

0.9266"'· 0.89346·· -3.4795·. 2 88634·. 0.15958.. 0.0141611

0.9266·'" 0.91652"'· -3.6089·· 3.03439.· 0.21181 0.00258#

0.9266·· 0.94288·· -3.6947"'''' 3.13282·· 0.17019 -0.01765

0.9266.. 1.02263·. -3.4640·· 2.72817.· 0.16482 0'.0019411

0.9266·· 0.92478·· -3.3795.· 2.88588·· 0.005996 0\01849

0.9266·· 1.03624·· -3.2157·· 2.48344·· 0.0604511 -0.02421

0.9266·· 1.00700·* -2.8593·· 2.19526*· 0.017396 -0.006276

0.9266** 1.02731·· -2.2570·· 1.56035·. -0.03334# -0~Ot17711

0.9266·· 1.09282·· -1.2158·· 0.2960311 -0.26725 -0.02895

0.9266·· 0.91968·· -2.2018·· 1.35733·· 0.17314 -0.02179

0.9266·· 0.89628·· -2.7773·· 2.05339.· 0.1027511 -0.0136911

0.9266"'· 0.88135·· -2.7221·· 2.08095.* 0.02023# 0.00599#

0.9266·· 0.85999·· -3.0338.· 2.31757·· 0.13265# 0.007816
:

0.9266·· 0.88136"'· -2.4756"'''' 1.66242·· -0.0395311 0.02060

0.9266·· 0.80070·· -2.8248·· ~.12727·· 0.0478311 0.02181

0.0049511 0.06243 65.99

-0.0051011 -0.0330911 67.51

-0.00338# 0.00498# 66.62

-0.0015011 -0.0006411 70. 59·

-0.03725·· -0.06429 69.63

-0.07388·· -0.10535 NA

-0.0033611 0.05420#· 80.32

0.06880** 0.33221** 69.93

0.09239.* 0.25875** 60.27

0.020t1 0.13260 5a.17

0.00401# 0.06051# 58.97

-0.0079111 -0.09092 63.49"

0.0122311 0.0417811 58.55:

-0~01703 -0.09610 64.7.

-0.03673 -0.11380 65.13
..

-0.04144 -0.0927811 72.32

-0.04123 -0.19780 NA

-0.0129611 0.00097# 81.11

-0'.00459# 0.02895# 6.7 .63

-0~01837 0.09670# 65.41

0.00301# 0.03101# 65.45

-0.00415# -0.00795# 74.46

0.01280# 0.01908# 66.40

NOTES: 1. NNot SIgnificant at 0.05 level usIng formula (3-8)
2. ··Significant at 0.05 level using formula (3-9)



for a straightforward comparison. For example, if the inferences are drawn based on the

incorrect standard errors, we see that the humidity variable is significant at hours 1,5,8-13,

18, 19. For these equations with significant estimates, the signs are all positive except that

of hour 18. Similarly, we observe many si~nificant coefficients associated with the holiday

vatiable and the sinusoidal components.

U sing the form ula.

We are able to estitnate the switching point for each equation except at hour 7 and 18. In

these two exceptioiialequations, the estimated coefficients of "Y2 seem to be Zero. Conse-

quently, the estimated switching points are not reliable. Further explanations are in order.

At hours 7 and 18, it is expected that most of the appliances a.re used. So, even the heat

increase·s the second-order effect of increasing demand is not significa.nt.

For other equa.tions, the estima.tes of the sw-itching points ate reported in the last column

of Table 1. It is interesting to note that the switching points are close to the values used

in many previoUs 'tudies. N ev~tthele!Hl, the estimltes obtained here avoids the pitfall to
, .

choose a fixed switching point first. Overall, if we Use the cotrect covariance matrix of the

IV estimator, the coefficients o( the hotirly invaria.nt regressors are not important.

Table II presents estimates based on the two-step estimator. The column of p provides

the autocorelation estimates of equations 6, 11, 16, 17, 18, and 19. For the equations with

insignificant 1r test statistics, the estimates are set to be zero for the sake of asymptotical

effi cienc y of the two-step estimator. \Ve tiote that the au to regressive process used in th e

particular equation does not include lagged errors of other equations. The assumption is

plausible in that the noise at hour t is unlikely to be correlated with the noise at hour T of

the previous day, where T ¥- t. The estima.tes of INTERCEPT, LAGY, TEMP, TEMPSQ,

and SWITCH of Table II is similar to that of Table I. By contrast,many coefficents of the
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TABLE II. Parameter Esttmates of the Hourly Demand for Electrtctty (Two-Step Esttmator)

EQU INTERCEPT LAGY TEMP TEMPSQ HUMID 'COS SIN HOLIDAY RHO SWITCH

0.9066"'''' 0.8614"'''' -3.1568"'''' 2.3042"'''' 0.1589"'''' ·0.0384 0.0069 OOסס.0 68.501

2

3

4

5

6

0.9066"''''

0.9066··

0.9066··

0.9066"''''

0.9066·'"

0.8553·* -2.5607*· 1.9358·'" -0.0406

0.9157"'''' -2.6821·'" 1.9825"'''' 0.0072

0.8774.· -2.7369·'" 2.0486"'· 0.0686

0.9092·'" -2.7356"'* 1.9290·· 0.1397

1.0464"'''' -2.2202"'''' 1.5206·· 0.1351

0.0596·· -0.0001

-0.0337 0.0066

0.0047 0.0001

-0.0014 -0.0002

-0.0740"'''' 0.0072

0.0048 OOסס.0

-0.0052 0.0000

-0.0034 0.0000

-0.0016 OOסס.0

-0.0383*'" -0.2095·'"

66.141

67.644

66.799

70.907

73.004

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

0.9066"'''' 0.9954"'''' -1.8282"'''' 1.0491"'· -0.0001 -0.1093"'''' -0'.0158 -0.0742"''''

0.9066" 0.9526''''· -2.4109·· 1.5043"'· 0.2357·· 0.0548 -0.0021' -0.0033

0.9066"'* 0.7873** -2.5814*· 1.8478** 0.2930·'" 0.3392"'''' 0.0207·:' 0.0697"'·

0.9066** 0.8970·· -3.3938·· 2.8247·· 0.1405*· 0.2696*'" 0.0143 0.0931··

0.9066"'· 0.9033*'" -4.0460·· 3.3042·· 0.1991·'" 0.1317·· 0.0031 0.0215··

0.9066*· 0.9479"'· -3.6627"'· 3.1143"'· 0.1716"'''' 0.0613 -0;0178"'. 0.0034

0.9066"'· 1.0250.· -3.4100"'''' 2.6890"'''' 0.1640"'· -0.0911 0.0019 -0.0081

0.9066"'. 0.9266** -3.3171·'" 2.8404·'" 0.0017 0.0396 0.0185·'" 0.0122

0.9066·· 1.0366,!.! -3.1532"'· 2.4346"'''' 0.0628 -0.1002"''' -0.0243*'" -0.0168"'.
.........

OOסס.0

0.0000

OOסס.0

0.0000

0.1368"''''

OOסס.0

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

87.132

80.134

69.851

60.074

61 .225

58.805

63.406

58.391

64.758

16 0.9066"'''' 0.9939"'. -3.3073"'· 2.5121·· 0.0439 -0.0349"· 0.1945"'· 65.827

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

0.9066·'"

0.9066*"

0.9066"''''

0.9066"''''

0.9066*·

0.9066**

0.9066"'·

0.9066·*

1.0177·· -2.8818·* 2.0036·'" -0.0197 -0.0852 -0.0113- -0.0403••

1.0849·· -1.7310·* 0.7045"'· -0.2459·· -0.1924*· -0.0289** -0.0406••

0.8954·· -2.9025** 1.9345·· 0.1499 0.ot5i -0.0223*· -0.0136

0.8957·· -2.6896*· 1.9842"'* 0.0949 0.0320 -0.0136 -0.0044

0.8791*· -2.641S*· 2.0200"'· 0.0170 0.1000·· 0.0058 -0.0183**

0.8603.* -2.9845·· 2.2842·· 0.1347 0.0289 0.0078 0.0028

0.8849*· -2.4223"'''' 1.6163"'· -0.0383 -0.0099 0.0207·· -0.0041

0.8028·* -2.8037·* 2.1094·* 0.0615 0.0182 0.0218"'· 0.0127

0.'1957.* 71.916

O. 1485'" '" 122.853

0.0516~* 75.019

OOסס.0 67.775

OOסס.0 65.391

0.0000 65.329

0.0000 74.933

0.0000 66.457

-----------------~-------------------------~.------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTES: 1. "'·Signiftcant at 0.05 level\~

2. The column of rho is partially based on thept test. When the null hypothesis- can not be rejected, the
autocorrelation ts set to be zero. When the hypothes1sts rejected, we then take tt into account while using
the full-information version of Hatanaka's two-step residuals adjusted estimator.



hourly invariant regressors are significant in Table II. To explain the abnormal switching

point occurs athou t 18, again we argue that. the appliances are under maxim urn use at this

hour. Consequently, the second order effect of temperature is less important so that the

derived minimum is not appropriate.

Overall, we may conclude tha.t the data is explained well by the proposed model including

the following regressors: the intercept, the state dependence, and the temperature variables.
- "

For the IV estimator, a.bout ~7.2% of the variation of the system load can be accounted by

our specification. For the two-step estimator the number is 97.4%. Ultimately,"a good

criterion to evaluate this model is the accuracy oC the out-oC-sample foreca.sting. We intend

to report some comparable results of foreca.sting elsewhere.

v. Concluding Remarks

In -this paper, we have studied in some detail several problems that arise in the estimation

of hourly residential demand for electricity using time-of-day data. The proposed specifi-

cation seems to be a potential approach to deal with the TOO data increasingly available

in public utilities and financial markets. Further investigation of theoretical models and

empirical work ate worthwhile.

KtyworJ. •. Simultaneous Equations Model, Triangular System, Time-of-Day Demand

Public Utilities Research Center, University of Florida, Gainesville, 'Fl. 32601

Crown College, University of California, Santa Cruz, Ca. 95064
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Appendix

In this appcndix, we writ.c .. he matriccs used III the text in detail for completeness.

The notation is widely accepted in the literature of econometrics. Since there are potential

!
readers from 0 th e l' disc ip lines, it is he Ipfu I ~o p resen t the nota.tion here. Recall that there

:

are D days and T hours in the cont.ext of the TOD data. \Ve decide to use T in the

following, though it is equal to 24 in our empirical study. Also, we assume that there are /( t

hourly varing explanatory Z·ariabl~s appeared in cquationt, and there are G hourly invariant

regressors. Iuel u d ill g t.1t c consta nt tc rm t.o fit' til e in tercep ts, there are Lr!< t + G + 1

exogenous variables. Til us. }" is a D x T h1i\trix of the dependent variables, and

Z = (Yo IX IlV leD ),

is a D x (2: I J( t + G + 1) matrix of the predetermined variables.

For clarity, we note that

( Y11 Y12 Y1T \1'11 l'22 Y2T
Y = I I

\ Y~l Y·D 2 Y~T )

( ...\11 X12 X1T \.\21 X22 X2T,
IX = I

\ Xvi .\D2
X: ...• )
.. DT

Yo = (YlO Y20 ... YDO )'

( 1V1 \
IV2

IV =
, ,
I I

\ 11':)
Next we recall that. IJ is a TxT matrix, whie'll is an upper-triangular matrix with determi-

nant 1. It is lIseful to write the Illatrix r explicitly. \Ve have

f=



where LT is the first. column of an identity matrix of dimension T which is customarily

denoted by IT'

Turning now to the general model we proposed. \Ve can write
!j

( 1 -82 0 0 \
I

0 1 -/33 0

II 0 0 1 0
B(L) = I

I I
I I
I I

\ ~ i~lL
0 0 -~T )
0 0

Unlike the B matrix, the matrix B(L) involves the lag operator L. It is interesting to find

the adjoint matrix to sec the dynamic relation expressed by the final equation mentioned in

the text. \Ve deduce that det(B(L)) = 1 .... nr PtL and the adjoint matrix is

(n T41 {3 .
I 3 IJ,( 1£)

= I .I .

\ {3T(,hL)

(P1 L )

PT t32( P1L )

82( 31£)

tiT P2133( (31L )

{32133( ;31 L )

1

rrr- l l3,L

To see the matrix r, we note that it is slightly different from f. First we don't have to

include the parameters associated with the lagged dependent variables YO. Second, the

coefficients arc not constl'ained to be equal. Therefore. we have

( 11 0 0 0 \
I 0

A'I) 0 0lJJ I
I I

r = I I
I I
I 0 0 0 "IT II\(:1 Q2 03 ~T )<'1 (2 (3 <'T

Finally, it is st.ra.ightrorward to r(~write the system as follows.

where

} ',tt = :3- Y Ii - 1. t + X at + 71 d t (A - 1)

'Ut =
T

2: ltdTB-(T,t)

r=1



and
T

X.; t = L [X d r i' + B'd a + (r] n•(T, t).
~=l

Obviously, the error' terl)1 71.it is a Illoving average process. In this sense, the system also has

an ARM.:\X representation.

Return to equation (3-3), we' can derive the nital fornl immediately. Note that f3. _

nIl3t and

It f0 II 0 W s t hat the fi n a 1 for 111 IS

Now we can write the final form of equation t as

w here the rem aind er is

T

R t == L <'L ., r + Ud) B • (f, t)( 13. L +13:L 2 + ...).
r=l,T1=1 I

(A - 2)

Since the diagonal of n-(L} is a unit vectot. we see that, for equation t, the impact multi-

pliers associated with the included exogenous variables at time t is the tth column of r. In

Section IV, we have lIsed t.his fact to estill1ate the impact of temperature on the demand

for electricity. In addition, t.he switching points can be estimated based on the estimated

coefficients of "Yldt and '":2clt.
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Figure II. THE RELATION BETWEEN ELECTRICITY DEMAND AND TEMPERATURE
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